FOLDING WALLS

Wood & Aluminum Clad Impact Approved
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Folding
Walls
Latest product innovation.
For redefining your residential or commercial area,
exterior folding wall systems are a leading-edge
design solution for indoor/outdoor connection.
Transform your conventional solid walls into
breathtaking, panoramic settings for entertaining and
outdoor living.
The Exclusive Wood Doors Folding Wall offers ideal
state-of-the-art living space designs for Florida and
the Southeast market. Featuring solid panel and
frame construction with heavy-duty, roller track
hardware for an impact-approved system.

Folding Wall Features & Options
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Impact Approved
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Screening
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Aluminum Clad
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Configurations

Solid Wood
Accent your sightlines with the natural beauty
of wood for a picture-perfect appearance. The
enhanced energy efficiency of solid wood give the
building the warmth and performance it deserves.

Narrow Styling
Capture your home’s natural lighting while
allowing for more glass in each door panel with our
3-5/16” narrow stile option.
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Impact Approved
Designed to face the elements.
Having achieved design pressure (DP) ratings making it acceptable for high velocity hurricane
zones (HVHZ). The Exclusive Wood Doors Folding Wall System has been engineered to pass
Florida’s rigorous testing standards for impact resistance and durability, to protect you from
extreme weather conditions and keep you prepared for
whatever Mother Nature has in store.
In addition to this, laminated glass options as part of our
complete impact-approved system offer sound control,
giving you the benefit of peaceful security.
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FOLDING WALL SOLUTIONS

We offer integrated screening to allow for an open-air
environment without the hassle of annoying insects and bugs.
This fresh-air option is retractable and operated with ease.
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Aluminum Clad
A perfect pair.
We’ve combined the best of both wood and aluminum to
deliver a tested, high-performing wood clad system. Solid
wood profiles can be fitted with European engineered
aluminum cladding for attractive weatherproofing and
modernization. This integrated solution is particularly
appealing due to its cost-effectiveness. The high-quality and
low-maintenance aluminum cladding ensures long-lasting
protection and offers many color choices to meet your
design preferences.
We bring to you a wood clad system designed to perform
in high exposure and heavy rain environments with
outstanding thermal performance.

Opening Configurations
FOLDING WALL CONFIGURATIONS
Three panels

Options to best fit your design.
Five panels

Outward opening door panels stack to the outside, maximizingEight
your interior
panelsspace. You can add
more flexibility by including a swing door for when you don’t need to fully open the system. This

Four panels
option is particularly
useful if you plan on needing daily access.
Two panels

Two panels
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Two panels

Six panels Six panels
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PRODUCTS MADE BY EWD

ENTRY DOORS
INTERIOR DOORS
FOLDING WALLS
WINDOW WALLS

Exclusive Wood Doors, Inc. does not accept responsibility for
misprints and subsequent specification changes although every effort
has been made to avoid any errors during preparation of this brochure.

Exclusive Wood Doors, Inc.
2000 NW 95th Avenue
Miami, FL 33172
USA
Toll Free: 1 888-994-9902
Phone: 305-477-2278
Fax: 305-477-7140
sales@ewdoors.com
www.ewdoors.com

